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Abstract: We demonstrate that planar metamaterial lacking of mirror symmetry shows 
asymmetric transmission of terahertz waves and bands of positive, negative and zero phase and 
group velocities indicating a polarization sensitive negative index and slow-light media.  
 
1. Introduction 
Metamaterials are composed of periodically arranged artificially designed structures having peculiar properties and 
promising applications such as negative refraction, superlensing, compact antennas, sensors and slow light devices. 
Chiral metamaterials are a new class of metamaterials that offer a simple route for achieving negative refraction, 
tunable circular dichroism and optical activity. A chiral medium is composed of particles that cannot be 
superimposed on their mirror images and it has different responses for a left circularly polarized (LCP) wave and a 
right circularly polarized (RCP) wave due to the intrinsic asymmetry of the medium. Planar chiral patterns have an 
intriguing property that their sense of twist is reversed for observation from opposite sides [1,2]. In this work, we 
show that planar terahertz chiral metamaterials can show different levels of total transmission for circularly 
polarized waves of the same handedness propagating in opposite directions. The device also shows bands of positive, 
negative and zero phase and group velocities indicating a polarization sensitive negative index and slow-light media 
[3]. 
 














Fig. 1. Asymmetric total transmission of a circularly polarized wave incident 
on (a) front (b) back side of planar chiral metamaterial. Measured 
transmission spectra for circularly polarized THz waves incident on (c) front 




As seen from the schematic in Figs.1a and 1b,  and the THz-TDS measurement in Figs. 1c and 1d, the right-to-left T-
+ and left-to-right T+- circular polarization conversion levels depend on both the direction of wave propagation and 
the handedness of the incident wave, indicating the presence of the asymmetric transmission effect. Importantly 
counter-propagating circularly polarized waves of the same handedness experience different levels of circular 





case of RCP. It follows that the metamaterial’s total transmission for RCP, defined as   TTT , is asymmetric 
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with respect to opposite directions of wave propagation. Moreover, the conversion efficiencies for RCP and LCP are 


















































Fig. 2. Transmission eigenstates E1 and E2 for forward  propagation in terms of (a) ellipticity angle and (b) azimuth. (c) Transmission level and 
(d) phase delay for these eigen polarizations.  
Ellipticity and azimuth of the transmission eigenstates for waves incident on the front are shown in Figs. 2a and 2b. 
Figures 2c and 2d illustrate the metamaterial transmission properties for its eigen polarizations in terms of 
transmission levels and phase delay. Interestingly, the metamaterial pattern can introduce positive as well as 
negative phase delays, indicating that positive and negative phase velocities should be expected in a bulk material 
based on the structure. These results indicate an opportunity to develop polarization sensitive negative index and 
slow light media for elliptically polarized waves on the basis of bulk 2D-chiral anisotropic metamaterials. 
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